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Summary
Microstructure analysis of polar ice cores is vital to understand the processes controlling the flow of polar ice on the
microscale. This paper presents an automatic image processing framework for extraction and parametrization of grain
boundary networks from images of the NEEM deep ice core.
As cross-section images are acquired using controlled surface
sublimation, grain boundaries and air inclusions appear dark,
whereas the inside of grains appears grey. The initial segmentation step of the software is to separate possible boundaries of
grains and air inclusions from background. A Machine learning approach is utilized to gain automatic, reliable classification, which is required for processing large data sets along deep
ice cores. The second step is to compose the perimeter of section
profiles of grains by planar sections of the grain surface between triple points. Ultimately, grain areas, grain boundaries
and triple junctions of the later are diversely parametrized.
High resolution is achieved, so that small grain sizes and local
curvatures of grain boundaries can systematically be investigated.

Introduction
Deep polar ice cores drilled during the last decades are not
only valuable archives of the past climate, they also sample a
forever ongoing natural deformation and flow experiment. Ice
deforms and flows under the overburden accumulated snow
and ice. Microstructure analysis along ice cores of up to more
than 3000-m length yields experimental data on the evolution
of the microstructure through ice sheets and the processes controlling ice flow like deformation and recrystallization. It has
been shown before that strain induced recrystallization occurs
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in metals (e.g. Beck & Sperry, 1950; Humphreys & Hatherly,
2004) and ceramics (e.g. Heuer et al., 1969; Mueller, 1935).
Knowledge of these processes is important as they determine
the material properties of flowing ice on geological time scales
difficult to reproduce under laboratory conditions. A precise
understanding of ice sheet flow is required not only for ice core
dating or reconstructing the past climate, but also to predict
the climate in the future. In the expected warmer world, enhanced ice flow leads to a rising sea level. Ice flow simulations
are based on empirical material laws. Ice is a highly anisotropic
material. Although one of the purest natural materials on the
Earth’s surface, ice in the ice sheets is not at all homogeneous.
Impurities on trace levels, varying on seasonal and climatic
cycles, affect the flow properties of ice on all scales. This may
cause the inhomogeneous deformation and recrystallization
phenomena which can enhance the ice flow rate by a factor
of three or more (Budd & Jacka, 1989). Microscopic processes
control both the flow of ice and the development of physical
properties such as grain size and c-axis orientation. From observations of the physical properties the microscopic processes
operating can be inferred and the laws governing the flow be
estimated (Alley, 1992). A comprehensive analysis describing
the microstructure along ice cores by different physical properties provides a better understanding of the flow of polar ice
sheets and glaciers.
The method of optical microscopy used here utilizes controlled sublimation (Arnaud et al., 1998; Kipfstuhl et al.,
2006). The state of the art in analysis of sublimation images
is a semimanual extraction, necessitating interaction for each
image. Precise information about the microstructure within
an ice sheet and thus the ice flow can be gained from parallel sections with small distances along the vertical direction.
As the extracted cross-sections of grains are of the order of
millimetre to centimetre, sections (taken at a resolution of
5 μm) need sufficient size to be representative. Therefore, a
large, quasi-continuous data set has to be processed automatically and efficiently with just a few steps of manual adaption
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(creation of training data and selection of filter parameters) at
the beginning. For example, for the NEEM ice core about 1000
sections have to be analysed. In the following, it is assumed
that the two-dimensional cross-sectional area of a grain (derived from a section of an ice sample) is a measure of the true
three-dimensional grain size and is called grain size.
In this contribution, a new method to extract and
parametrize grain boundaries and entire networks of grain
boundaries from images of ice core sections acquired at microscopic resolution is introduced. Compared to previous work
this technique extends the quantitative description of the evolution of the microstructure along ice cores and through ice
sheets, respectively. It is shown exemplary that the technique
using controlled sublimation allows for a more detailed description of ice microstructure and its variability within a section and through an ice sheet than before. Focus is laid on the
extraction of:

r
r
r

small grains (equivalent radius of 50 μm),
local curvature of grain boundaries and
angles in grain triple junctions.

Methods
Denotations
For simplification, section profiles of grains are referred to as
‘grain areas’ and planar sections of the grain surface are referred to as ‘grain boundaries’. They are visible as black lines
in an image of a carefully polished section of ice as described
in detail by Kipfstuhl et al. (2006). A (single) grain boundary
is terminated by two triple junctions (as long as it is not the
open end at the margin of a section). Consequently, the term
triple point/junction corresponds to planar sections, angles
are denoted as planar angles.
Image acquisition
Polarized light microscopy of thin sections is well-established
in structural geology and in microstructure analysis of ice. In
this work, sublimation patterns on the surface of carefully polished ice core sections are mapped in reflected (unpolarized)
light mode at a resolution of 5 μm. This technique does not
reveal crystal orientation but documents subgrain boundaries
and, therefore, areas of low-angle lattice distortions (Weikusat
et al., 2011). As the grain boundaries in this method are imaged directly, the smallest grain size is in principle only limited
by the width of a grain boundary. This is contrasted by the
smallest meaningful size in a thin section between crossed
polarizers which depends on the sample thickness.
The images used in this work for exemplary results stem from
the NEEM ice core (North–West Greenland, 2537 m length)
drilled in 2008–2010. Vertical ice core sections are about 4 ×
9 cm2 large and are prepared as described by Kipfstuhl et al.
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Fig. 1. Image sections from different depths: (a) 213 m, (b) 361 m,
(c) 581 m, (d) 1499 m.

(2006). In contrast to the latter, the field of view is imaged in
a single step by a Large Area Scanning Macroscope (Schäfter
& Kirchhoff GmbH) assembling the image line by line with
8192 pixels. It utilizes directed bright-field illumination, light
is radiated from the direction of the camera. Areas oriented
parallel to the sensor reflect much light into the camera and
appear bright. Structured areas and skewed edges appear dark.
In Figure 1, image sections from four different depths are
shown. Air inclusions and most grain boundaries (sublimation
grooves) appear dark, whereas the inside of grains appears
grey. The task for image analysis is to extract predominantly
dark grain boundaries and such of air inclusions reliably.
Image processing
Comparison to previous work
Arnaud et al. (1998) were the first who analysed sublimation
images by means of image processing. However, this work has
been restricted to the extraction of grain sizes in firn. A comprehensive parametrization of grain boundary networks contains
different structural, morphological and topological parameters, as has occasionally been done for images acquired by
polarized light microscopy (e.g. Gay & Weiss, 1999). A single
grain boundary forms the basic element for parametrization of
the grain boundary network. The method presented here utilizes up-to-date machine learning techniques to exploit grey
value profiles across mapped grain boundaries and manually
generated training data to the extent feasible. The error rate of
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Fig. 2. Completely separated classes in two-dimensional feature space,
red and green points represent training points in two classes.

classification can iteratively be reduced by adding new filters
or training data. In contrast to this, the techniques utilized by
Arnaud et al. (1998) are much more static and tuned to data.
The same applies to the image analysis program Object Image
(Vischer et al., 1994) used by Kipfstuhl et al. (2009).
An automatic software approach for extraction and
parametrization of the section profiles of ellipse-shaped air
bubbles has already been developed (Ueltzhöffer et al., 2010).
Random forest classification
Supervised Machine Learning (e.g. Hastie et al., 2009) is applied for image classification. A mapping from the usually
high-dimensional feature space to a discrete set of classes
is created based on manually generated training data. Initially, pixels as basic classification elements are mapped to
classes ‘boundary’ and ‘no boundary’. Subsequently, boundaries are mapped to ‘grain boundary’, ‘bubble boundary’ or
‘artefact’. Both steps are implemented by Random Forest classifiers (Breiman, 2001). It has been shown that this type of approach exhibits highly accurate results (Ren & Malik, 2003).
A classifier consists of randomly created decision trees which
are Embryo zebrafish segmentation using an improved hybrid
method grown as follows:

(1) If N feature vectors have been manually classified,
choose repeatedly one of them at random but with replacement until a sample of N training points (called
bootstrap sample) is created. Some training points may
be contained several times whereas others do not appear
at all.
(2) Choose randomly m features (with m  M and M being the number of features) which are used to divide the
feature space into two subsets. Different ‘impurity measures’ may identify the ‘best split’ (i.e. a threshold for
every feature coordinate X i with i ∈ [1..m]) that separates in the best case two subsets containing only training points of one class. The value of m is kept constant
during the forest growing.
(3) Each tree is grown until classes have completely been
separated (Fig. 2).

One decision tree may be very noisy and prone to overfitting,
but considering a high number (in the present case 256) and
averaging over their ‘votes’ may yield more accurate probabilities of belonging to a certain class.
The dimension of feature space should be as high as necessary to allow effective classification. Since every additional
feature compromises the efficiency, a measure for feature variable importance is needed. In the example of Figure 2 four
decisions are made on variable X 1 and two decisions are made
on variable X 2 . Omitting a feature variable where many decisions are based on may corrupt the random forest prediction
more than omitting a feature barely used for decisions. Mean
Decrease Gini (MDG) is directly correlated with the sum of decisions made on a certain feature over all trees in the forest and
allows for robust random forest feature ranks (Calle & Urrea,
2010). Additionally, the detection of critical boundaries has
been verified for the selection of features.
Applied filters
The pixel feature space is constructed by the responses of linear and shift-equivariant filters, which are based on the scalar,
vectorial and tensorial quantities described in the following.
Some frequently used filters can be expressed by the convolution of an image with the Gaussian kernel kσ (standard
deviation σ ). In the present context, kσ is approximated by
the discrete analog of the Gaussian introduced by Lindeberg
(1994) with radius
r = σ × (3 + 0.5 × n), where n is
the order of the derivative filter.

(1)

The second term accounts for the fact that the derivative of the
Gaussian becomes wider with increasing order, the radius is
rounded to the next higher integer.
The first order derivative filter g ( f ) is given by the gradient
of the two-dimensional Gaussian kernel with the parameter
σ . Accordingly, the Laplace operator leads to the second order
Laplacian of Gaussian filter.
The derivative operator can also be given by the entries of
the Hessian matrix
⎞
⎛ 2
∂
∂2
⎜ ∂ x∂ x ∂ x∂ y ⎟
⎟.
(2)
H =⎜
⎝ ∂2
∂2 ⎠
∂ y∂ x ∂ y∂ y
Diagonalization of the resulting tensor yields the eigenvalues
λ1 , λ2 (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0) and the corresponding eigenvectors e1 ,
e2 – the principal directions of pure curvature.
Information on the predominant directions of the gradient
is given by the eigenvalues λ1 , λ2 resp. the eigenvectors e1 ,
e2 of the Structure Tensor (Förstner, 1986; Harris & Stevens,
1988). The basis is provided by the operator Q generating the
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gradient tensor of an image (Köthe, 2003a):
Q = (g x , g y )T · (g x , g y ).

(3)

A second Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ  defines
a window for spatial averaging. The operator generating the
structure tensor has the form
Sσ,σ  = (si j ),

si j = kσ   q i j

(i, j ∈ {1, 2}),

(4)

where  denotes convolution.
The Boundary Tensor introduced by Köthe (2003b) is defined by a quadrature filter approach as the sum of an odd and
an even tensor. The odd tensor is given by a generalized form
of the structure tensor, whereas the even tensor is generated
by a generalized Hessian.

1
b 11 b 12
(5)
T (Boundary) = T (odd) + T (even) =
b 21 b 22
4
Fig. 3. Overview from image to segmentation.

E Boundary = tr(T (Boundary) ) = b 11 + b 22

(6)

Irrespective of the symmetry of the edge (roof or step edge),
the boundary energy represented by the trace of the boundary
tensor has a single peak at the edge position.
Information on boundary direction can also be extracted
from the boundary tensor as the structure tensor and the
Hessian matrix inform how the gradient and least curvatures
are predominantly oriented.
Image-processing framework
The framework is divided into three steps: segmentation,
microstructure extraction and microstructure parametrization. It has been implemented as plain C++ code using
open source libraries/software packages. Random forest classification and watershed region growing (segmentation algorithm) are implemented by means of Vigra (hci.iwr.uniheidelberg.de/vigra/). Even plotting and a Graphical User Interface have been embedded in the framework using PLplot
(plplot.sourceforge.net), CImg (cimg.sourceforge.net) and Qt
(qt.digia.com). The advantage of this framework is full independence of any commercial software as well as high performance.
Segmentation
In Figure 3, an overview on performed steps of segmentation
is given. To exploit the potential of modern multicore computers, time-consuming algorithms (for calculation of filters,
random forest prediction and parametrization of segmentation) have been implemented parallelizable utilizing OpenMP
(openmp.org) and Boost MPI (boost.org/libs/mpi).
The watershed region growing algorithm (Vincent & Soille,
1991) is very appropriate as it yields areas corresponding to
grains closed up by adjacent grain boundaries.
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For preprocessing, a Laplace of Gaussian as second-order
derivative filter with standard deviation σ = 2.0 is applied to
highlight the centre of grain boundaries (roof edges) as local
maxima. Bubble boundaries (step edges) lead to local minima
and maxima close together. The detection of connected grain
boundaries in the image can be complicated by artefacts, such
as reflections, or by boundaries becoming lighter in the vicinity of a bubble. To overcome this, a morphological minimum
operator with a disc of radius 5 pixels is applied to the filtered
image. In Figure 4, the result of the Laplace of Gaussian filter
and closure of small gaps (up to 5 pixels) is shown. Even though
a higher disc radius would close larger gaps in the image, an
application is not reasonable, since structures smaller than
the disc radius would vanish. High gradients resulting from
the applied minimum operator are smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel with σ = 0.1.
Applying watershed region growing to the result of the pixel
random forest classifier, a probability map, yields a low ratio
of artificial segmentation boundaries. The degree of oversegmentation is higher if applied to the preprocessed image (see
Fig. 5). Both critical grain boundaries (1 and 2) marked in
Figure 4(a) occur among the segmentation boundaries.
Bubble boundaries in the probability map can contain discontinuities (see Fig. 5), giving point to an additional regularization step, otherwise some bubble boundaries would vanish
because of penetrating watersheds. This anisotropic smoothing is performed with the objective of preserving thin structures, the method itself has been proposed by Tschumperlé
(2006).
Training data
Effective random forest classifiers are generated if the training
data contain the whole variety of structures in a balanced and
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Fig. 4. Different steps of preprocessing: (a) original grey value image: (1) reflection beneath the grain boundary, (2) grain boundary becoming light in
the vicinity of a bubble. (b) image after Laplace of Gaussian filter. (c) image after application of minimum operator – (NEEM, 58 m).

Fig. 5. (a) Segmentation based on preprocessed image. (b) Probability map. (c) Segmentation based on probability map.

ues of grain boundaries show significant differences compared
within a single section and with each other. Features based
on the grey value do not allow to segment grain boundaries
reliably and to keep the ratio of artificial segmentation boundaries low. Currently, a five-dimensional feature space is used
which represents a good compromise between robustness and
computational effort:

r
Fig. 6. Training data containing about 400 pixels (200 red points for class
‘boundary’ and 200 green points for class ‘no boundary’) in a section from
102 m depth.

redundant way. Otherwise, the classifier depends significantly
on the bootstrap samples found at random. Shortcomings of
a classifier can be overcome by additional training data. The
present results (images from different depths) are based on
one training data set of about 400 pixels set in a section from
shallow depth (Fig. 6), which is generally applicable. With
ascending number of pixels, the robustness of the classifier
increases. However, 400 pixels is a reasonable number as the
enhancement above 300 pixels becomes negligible.
Features
The set of features (filters) utilized for pixel classification can be
optimized iteratively. As it can be seen in Figure 1, the grey val-

r
r
r
r

first eigenvalue of the structure tensor of the preprocessed
image (σ = 1.0, σ  = 0.6),
first eigenvalue of the structure tensor of the preprocessed
image (σ = 1.5, σ  = 0.9),
second eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix of the preprocessed
image (σ = 2.0),
trace of the boundary tensor of the preprocessed image representing the boundary energy, see Eq. (6),
difference of two Gaussian smoothed original images (σ1 =
0.8, σ2 = 6.0): Gaussian smoothed step boundaries differ
substantially depending on the chosen σ . The margin between two differently smoothed images is utilized to highlight the centre of bubble boundaries.

For the structure tensor, the optimal choice of parameters
depends strongly on the width of the structures to be extracted.
As the width of boundaries is between 3 and 8 pixels two
different settings are used. For the Hessian matrix filter, one
optimal choice has been found. In case of too low parameters
blurred structures will not be segmented. At the other extreme,
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Fig. 7. Frequency distribution of grey values (red), average of frequency
values [0..x − 1] for grey value x (green), ratio between frequency value
and lower average (blue). The latter is used for thresholding.
Fig. 8. Overview from segmentation to grain boundary network.

resolution in the position of the centre of boundaries is lost. The
NEEM data set has been acquired at approximately constant
conditions (same lens system), the choice of parameters can
be applied to all images.
Detection of relevant regions
The random forest prediction forms the most time-consuming
part of the segmentation step. Since large data sets from deep
ice cores are intended to be processed, optimization techniques
besides parallelization need to be developed. By reducing the
random forest classification to relevant regions, a significantly
better performance can be achieved.
Irrelevant pixels are rated with low-boundary probability.
Since the selection of seeds for the watershed region growing
algorithm is critical (Köthe, 1995), these pixels are additionally used as seeds. Otherwise, it may happen casually that
smaller grains next to bubbles are not reached by a watershed,
leading to a missing bubble boundary in the segmentation. If
every grain contains detected irrelevant pixels in the inside, a
watershed starts to grow in every grain.
Pixels for which classification can be skipped are found
based on their grey value since grain boundaries and bubbles are much darker than the grain’s inside. Robust results
are achieved by a grey value threshold adapted to the grey
value frequency distribution of the whole image (Fig. 7). The
shape of this distribution is very similar for all processed images: beside a peak at very low grey values (very dark in the
image) due to bubbles and grain boundaries, there is a second
peak at higher grey values, representing most pixels in the
grains’ inside. The level of other grey values is quite low, but
differs significantly from image to image.
The heuristic approach implemented for the calculation of
grey value thresholds involves the comparison between the
frequency of a given grey value and the average of frequencies
of lower grey values. Ultimately, the ratio between the ‘actual’
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grey value and the lower average is taken. The higher the frequency of the threshold lies above the frequencies of lower grey
values, the more pixels at the transition between the grains’ inside and the grain boundaries are preserved. These pixels seem
to be critical and thresholding of the ratio pointed out to be easier and more robust, than thresholding of the derivative of the
frequency. Regions of very high brightness are preserved from
thresholding by a second grey value threshold, since these regions may hide grain boundaries (as the reflection marked by
1 in Fig. 4 a).
Boundaries and junctions are affixed by a unique label. The
pixels of a boundary are sorted so that they start and end at
junctions. This is needed for the calculation of orientation and
curvature.
Microstructure extraction
At this stage, relevant information of the original image has
been reduced to possible boundaries (segmentation boundaries) which have to be classified into three classes: noboundary, grain boundary and bubble boundary.
This module makes use of a segmentation with high variability in boundary length and area size, which is in general
not given. Mostly, segmentation results look like in Figure
5(a). In the present case, longer segmentation boundaries are
most likely part of the grain boundary network and larger areas correspond to grains with high probability. In Figure 8,
an overview on the model developed for the extraction of the
grain boundary network is given.
Boundary random forest classification
About 300 boundaries among the boundary candidates
of different images have been classified manually. For all
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Fig. 9. Bubble closing using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. (a) Segmentation. (b) Bubble areas with selected boundaries before closing. (c)
Result of closing (NEEM, 58 m).

Fig. 10. Artefact removal by Hough transform. (a) Original image.
(b) Segmentation, found vertical structures marked red. (c) Final network
structure (NEEM, 168 m).

segmentation boundaries a random forest prediction is calculated based on the following four boundary features:

r

r
r

r

Pixel probability mean: watershed region growing is based
on the probability map (the result of the pixel random forest
classifier). Most obtained segmentation boundaries are located at maxima of the probability map, consequently the
mean of pixel probability along a segmentation boundary
is predominantly high. If this is not the case, the boundary
is most likely artificial.
Difference of mean grey values of adjacent areas: bubble
boundaries can be identified by having a dark area on one
side and a light area on the other side.
Sum of neighbour areas size: it is most improbable that two
large areas in the segmentation need to be merged to form
one even larger grain. In contrast, two small areas can
correspond to two small grains just as well, as they need to
be merged. This boundary feature preserves two large areas
from being merged.
Absolute curvature mean: the mean absolute curvature
along a bubble boundary is generally higher than along a
grain boundary. Besides, some artificial boundaries show
significantly higher averages of absolute curvature.

If a boundary is classified as artefact, the two adjacent areas will be merged. A function for area merging has been
implemented, which is called every time a type of artificial
boundaries is found.
Bubble detection
The idea is to find areas in the segmentation with highbubble probability. This probability is calculated by averaging over the bubble boundary probability of all adjacent
boundaries. For areas with bubble probability above a defined
threshold, individual bubble boundaries with high probability are selected (Fig. 9). In some cases, bubble boundaries
are already closed or can be connected easily as only two or
three segmentation boundaries enclose the found area. Oth-

erwise, a loop of bubble boundaries is found in the following
way:
(1) find two junctions with maximal distance reached by
selected bubble boundaries, which are referred to as A
and B.
(2) Weight all selected bubble boundaries with zero, all others by their length in pixels.
(3) Use Dijkstra’s algorithm (e.g Cormen et al., 2009) to find
a shortest path from A to B. Weight all boundaries used
with infinity.
(4) Find a shortest path from B to A using Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
Artefact removal
As it can be seen in Figure 8, only areas and boundaries of
bubbles are found so far. Prior to the detection of grains, two
different types of artificial boundaries are handled in the step
denoted ‘Artefact Removal’: vertical structures caused by microtoming (see Fig. 10) and boundaries artificially created by
watershed region growing.
Microtoming the ice surface is done very carefully and only
in vertical direction. Thus, artificial structures can be identified
by being straight and inclined to the vertical by less than 2◦ .
If they were not inclined at all, it would have been possible to
create a histogram of grain boundary pixels along the horizontal direction and to find maxima. To take the inclination into
account a two-dimensional Hough space is created instead of
an one-dimensional histogram (as every straight line can be
described by a set of two parameters).
Since grain boundaries and scratches caused by microtoming are mapped similar by the camera, it must be ensured that
only artificial segmentation boundaries are removed. The applied criterion utilizes the arrangement of pixels to boundaries
and cannot be used at an earlier stage. Artificial segmentation
boundaries caused by microtoming:
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start and end on a straight line parametrized by a maximum
in Hough space,
show small deviation in horizontal direction, absolutely as
well as compared to the vertical deviation along the whole
boundary.

In order to find boundaries artificially created by watershed
region growing at sites where the pixel probability is low, the
boundary feature ‘Pixel probability mean’ has been added. As
segmentation boundaries of this type are part the boundary
training data set, the boundary random forest classifier assigns
high probability for class ‘artefact’ to similar ones. Segmentation boundaries exceeding a threshold (of 0.9 or higher) are
removed.
Bubbles and different types of artefacts have been identified,
so that all remaining unclassified areas and boundaries can be
interpreted as grains resp. grain boundaries (Fig. 10).
Grain and junction detection
Even though small grains can form in the ice sheet, the smallest areas are most probably artefacts of the segmentation algorithm. Examples for small artificial areas can be seen next
to the bubble boundary in Figure 5(c) or in the inside of grains
in Figure 10(b). The easiest way to identify physical meaningful areas as grains is to threshold of their size. Small grains
cover only a small volume fraction, but a grain size distribution weighted by the number will be more meaningful if small
grains are included to the greatest possible extent. Choosing a
grain size threshold has to be well balanced between excluding
as few small grains and as many artefacts as possible.
Identifying areas as artefact necessitates the selection of
a neighbouring area to merge with, resp., the selection of a
boundary separating both areas. It has been tested to merge
artificial areas:

r
r
r

along the boundary with lowest boundary probability,
along the boundary with highest mean curvature,
along the longest boundary (if two areas share several
boundaries, the length of all boundaries is taken).

The first two criteria may be the best choice in some special
cases, but the last one yields the most robust results.
The function for grain merging is called iteratively since
erroneous merging results can occur, if one grain is merged
with several neighbours during one merging step. Therefore,
each grain can be merged only once, after 2–4 iterations all
artefacts have been removed. The physical motivation for this
merging is the conservation of mass. If artificial structures
inside a grain are removed, their area will be added to the
surrounding grains leaving the total area unchanged.
Identified bubble and grain boundaries can be combined
to grain–grain junctions and grain–bubble junctions: If two
bubble boundaries and at least one grain boundary meet, the
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Fig. 11. Extracted grain boundary network for the image sections shown
in Figure 1.

junction is classified as grain–bubble junction. If only grain
boundaries meet the junction is denoted as grain–grain junction.
Results
Using the image sections shown in Figure 1, a task for the
image analysis approach has been defined. For the results
depicted in Figure 11, a grain size threshold of 500 pixels
(corresponding to an equivalent grain radius of 65 μm) is
used. This choice allows for a reliable automatic extraction.
For even smaller grain sizes interactive extraction is feasible.
Microstructure parametrization
Grain areas. Based on the previous step, it has become possible to derive different parameters, from which a selection is
described here. A variety of parameters is related to grain areas
and bordering grain boundaries (Fig. 12):

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

grain size: equivalent radius (radius of a circle with the same
area),
number of grain boundaries/grain neighbours,
grain width w and height h (see box in Fig. 12 a),
aspect ratio in vertical direction (w/ h),
length of longest grain boundary (see Fig. 12 a),
roundness (grain area size over square of grain perimeter),
long axis angle of fitted ellipse,
aspect ratio of fitted ellipse (length of long axis over length
of short axis),
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(a)

(b)

r
r
r

Fig. 12. Parametrization of grain areas. (a) Width and height determined
by outer box, longest grain boundary marked by arrow. (b) Direction of
largest elongation found by fitted ellipse, outer box along long axis of the
ellipse defines ‘inclined’ width and height (NEEM, 102 m).

r

aspect ratio of an outer box oriented along the ellipse axes
(see box in Fig. 12 b).

r

with 2π flips being removed, the orientation angle φ can be
convolved with a binomial mask to smooth other ‘noise’.
at this stage, the boundaries can be resized to their original
length by means of interpolation.
‘quasi-continuously’ curvature values κi can be calculated
by κi = φi /si , where φi is the change of the local normal vector along the boundary length si from the i th to
the (i + 1)th pixel.
Finally, the curvature κ is smoothed in the same way as described above for xi (convolution with a binomial mask).

For short boundaries a simpler curvature calculation is used.
In general, the first and the last two pixels of a boundary are
zero.
Grain triple junctions

Although the last two parameters are intimately related,
they are not equivalent. For 5000 grains from shallow depths,
a Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the last two parameters
of ρ ≈ 0.98 is calculated.
Grain boundaries
Grain boundaries are parametrized by their length and pixelwise estimated curvature. The calculation of continuous
curvature values from discrete pixel positions of the grain
boundaries necessitates different smoothing and interpolation
techniques. The following implementation has been chosen to
meet this requirements:

r
r
r

r
r

reduce the resolution (number of pixels) of boundaries to
the half by replacing pairs of pixel positions by one mean.
calculate the components of the local tangent vector (at
the i th pixel) xi and yi using a discrete 5 pixels approximation (Richardson differentiation scheme): xi =
1
(x − xi −2 + 8xi +1 − 8xi −1 ), analogously for yi .
12 i +2
despite the initial averaging and the approximation for
x and y, an additional smoothing is necessary since
the exact position of the boundary can vary by several
pixels, especially for broad and homogeneous black grain
boundaries. Therefore, a convolution with binomial mask
1
is applied: xi = 16
(xi +2 + 4xi +1 + 6xi + 4xi −1 +
xi −2 ), analogously for yi . The factors in this mask are
binomial coefficients.
use x and y to calculate the angle of the local normal
vector along the boundary by φi = atan2(yi , xi ). atan2
is a variation of the arctangent function defined in a variety
of computer languages with the value range (−π, π].
if x < 0, atan2 yields 2π flips for changing sign of y.
Those flips have to be found as they would cause artificially
high curvatures. This can be done by comparing φ with
(up to 5) previous values. If necessary, 2π will be added or
subtracted.

Grain triple junctions are parametrized by the angles enclosed
by adjacent grain boundaries. Calculating these angles requires an approximate description of the grain boundary’s direction. The present implementation averages a certain number of pixels along the grain boundaries yielding tangents
which are used for angle calculation.
Evaluation of parameters/results
For characterization of recrystallization dynamics different
parametrizations must be taken into account. A grain boundary energy driven recrystallization regime produces a grain
boundary network which differs in its microstructural features significantly from another one produced by the inhomogeneous distribution of strain energy (Kipfstuhl et al., 2009).
With increasing resolution the problem arises which grain
sizes to consider for the average grain size of a section. Small
grains either disappear or indicate formation of new grains.
The minimum grain size derived from images of thin sections
acquired between crossed polarizers is limited by the thickness
of the section, generally between 300 and 600 μm. Grains
smaller than 300–600 μm in diameter can not be detected.
Considering a certain number of largest grains has been the
only possibility to compare different sections (e.g. Gow, 1969).
In the present case, the quality of grain boundaries in the
images is far too high to exclude arbitrarily a fraction of small
grains. The size and number of grains (above the grain size
threshold) is known. Different parametrizations are possible,
amongst others the most frequent grain size, the average of all
grains, of certain percentages of largest grains and for reasons
of comparability also of a fixed number of largest grains.
Grain size distributions (grains larger than 13 μm) have
interactively been extracted for sections from 102 to 279 m
depth (Fig. 13). To make comparisons easier, the distribution
normalized by mean grain size is also shown. Both the relative
occurrence of grains larger than 10 mm and of grains smaller
than 60 μm increase from 102 m to 279 m. This complex
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(a)
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(b)

Fig. 13. Two grain size distributions at 102 and 279 m with grains larger than 20 pixels. Distribution of equivalent grain radius unnormalized (a),
normalized by mean grain size (b).

(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)
(d)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 14. Local curvature of grain boundaries. Local maxima of curvature
are frequently correlated with the occurrence of subgrain boundaries
(4, 5, 6) (NEEM, 322 m).

process cannot be described by one single parameter mentioned before.
The curvature of a grain boundary provides an estimate of
the lower bound of the stored strain energy and the dislocation
density which is hard to measure in large ice samples (De La
Chapelle et al., 1998). Local curvatures of grain boundaries
are plotted in Figure 14.
The distribution of planar angles may help to quantify the
transition from grain boundary energy driven grain boundary
migration to one induced by strain energy. Broadening of planar angles in firn with increasing depth has previously been
observed (e.g. by Kipfstuhl et al., 2009).
The extracted angles depend significantly on the number
of pixels considered for averaging if grain boundaries have
irregular shape (Fig. 15). At low numbers (less than 10 pixels),
the discretization error is large due to a low number of possible
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Fig. 15. (a) Mean standard deviation of planar angles versus number of
pixels used to determine the tangents of two adjacent grain boundaries
(2700 junctions from 322 m depth), (b)–(d) dependence on ‘averaging
range’ for one junction (5, 15 and 90 pixels).

boundary shapes, which causes (in average) higher standard
deviation than for values between 10 and 20. The more pixels
are considered the more irregular grain boundaries appear
which increases the mean standard deviation. The change in
standard deviation with depth is much smaller than between
different ranges used for averaging as shown in Figure 16. The
shape of the curve in Figure 15 is similar for different depths,
however, the absolute values are different.
Instead of choosing an arbitrary number of pixels, the approach of Chandross & Holm (2010) can be adopted to find the
best approximation of each grain boundary based on Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of angles in grain triple junctions for sections from 102 m (a)–(c) and 279 m (d)–(f) depth (same as used in Fig. 13), different
‘averaging ranges’ applied: 5 pixels (a)/(d), 15 pixels (b)/(e), 90 pixels (c)/(f).

Conclusions
A dedicated method of automatic image analysis for extraction and parametrization of grain boundary networks, as they
appear as result of controlled sublimation on the surface of
polished ice samples, has been developed. It allows for automatic processing of large data sets as available from deep
polar ice cores. Grain boundary networks can be extracted in
high resolution from microstructure images. For the first time,
small grain sizes and local curvatures of grain boundaries can
systematically be investigated. The obtained parametrization
contributes to a better understanding of the deformation and
recrystallization processes on the grain scale. The image analysis method may find future applicability for other microstructure image types, for example, using thermal etching (Mullins,
1957), in which information on crystal orientation cannot be
utilized for extraction of grains, but instead grain boundaries
are mapped directly.
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